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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Rationale In Bplts of the prenserrice training uhlch the pro¬
spective teacher receives In colleges preparing teachers^ too many of
them are hesitant about teaching science in the elementary school* A
considerable portion of this hesitancy stems from erroneous notions
regarding the place of science In the elementary school program^ mis¬
conceptions regarding the nature of the learning process^ and a feel¬
ing of inadequacy regarding the methodology and procedures for teach¬
ing science in the elementary school*
In regards to the first two notiona concerning the place of science
in the elementary sdiool and the nature of the learning process, con¬
siderable attention has been foctised within the past few yaars through
such publications as "A Program for Teaching Science” Part I, 3l8t
Tearbook of the National Society for the Study of £ducati<m} Science
Education In American Schools* U6th Yearbook of the National Society
for the Study of Education; and ScleTK;e for Todays Children* 32nd Year¬
book, Department of Elementary School Principals aikl the like*
"It is becoming apparent that teaching Science is more than a
matter of the presentation of the content of science as something
which must be accepted by the child* Teaching is a two-way process
between the educational value in the mind of the teacher on the one
hand and the experience of the children on the other*"^




It is increasln^y agreed^ among professional educators, that per¬
sons in training to bec(XDB Elemmtary School tea^rs ^ould have an
adeqaate preparation in the teaching of science in order to meet the
needs of the elementary school child* Considerable progress is being
mads in constructing teaelwr education curriculums to prepare school
teachers in the area of science education*^
The hi^ sdiool teacher is often a specdal teacdier in certain
chosen fields. The elementary school teacher, hoeever, is essentially
a general teacher. The system of major and minor fields of study,
vrhich possibly is suited to the preparation of secondary teachers. Is
distinctly unsuited to the training of teachers for the elementary
fields.
At present, the science cofunses taken by the parospectiTe elementary
school teacher are often the general education survey courses, which
are sometimes so broad in scope that a lamentable dearth of specific
information results. Too often such courses are devoid of professional
laboratory experiences designed to enable the individual to *leam by
doing,” Another caiman, weakness is the almost total absence of geology,
meterology, astronomy and other earth sciences or ecological material
in the preparation of the elementary scdiool teacher. Another course
experience may be in the methods and materials of teaching elementary
school sdLence, Many prospective teachers who pass such courses with
good grades fail to acquire a sufficient knowledge of science to even
contribute intelligently to dinner conversations with scientific over¬
tones, This may insult in teacher-trainees who retain only a hazy
Jumble of apparently tinrelated generalities with idiich theywill bore
3
and oppraaa their students*
Further^ there is the belief, nnfortimatelx often peipetrated by
some college science teacl^ra, that s<d.ence is difficult, dangerous and
not for children* JUth the gradual disappearance of nature study as a
substitute for elementary science, there noir arises a need for some re*
thinking regarding teacher preparation in this area* To too many pro-
spectire teachers science is a dull, direary, unsatisfactory and uipopular
experience* It is not surprising that science is such an uiqiopular sub*
Ject among elementary and hi^ sdiool studraitsi and it foUoirs naturally
that after such thorou^ iMocrination against science many college stu*
dents moan and shudder at the prospect of taking science courses* Ihcsi
these persons have groan into school teachers, ^e self-perpetuating
cycle begins to repeat itself*
Within this context, it appears quite pertinent to explore, examine,
and interpret the present training programs of pre*8erviee education of
prospective elementary school teachers, and to derive generalisations
and iaplications for ths isprovement of programs designed to enable such
teachers to deal eith science education in the elementary school*
While many administrators of State Departments of Education have eon*
eeived their function as one of assuming leadership in the develofHaent
of the curriculum for all schools, they reaUse that many vital decisions
are made by the Individual teacher as she voices eith her particular stu*
dents* This being true, it is felt that the values that should have
been gained through teaching science in the elementary schools have not
been in evidence* It is this lack of certain attitudes and practices on
the part of tiw students leaving elementary schools that has pronpted
k
the study of this problem*
Statement of the Problem.— The problem of this study was to ascer*
tain, th3*oa^ the opinions of the Elementary School Teachers of Mitchell
County, Georgia, what should be the nature and scope of certain programs
of professional preparation of prospective el«nentary school teachers
with special eiiQ>ha8i8 upon preparation for teadiing science*
Purposes for the Study**» The major piuTpose of this study was to
discover if science education courses offered in training the elementary
school teachers of Mitchell County, Georgia* More specifically, the
purposes of this study werei
1* To determine idiidi science education courses were believed to
have been most helpful*
2* To determine which science education courses were believed to
have proven to be least helpful*
3* To determine what section or sections of the general survey
courses in science were believed to have been most helpful*
2i* To detemine what section or sections of the general survey
courses in science were believed to have been least helpful*
5« To determine what academie subject or subjects were believed to
have been most useful in the teaching of science*
6» To determine the scope of professional training received tiie
teachers*
7« To determiiM the scope of training received by the teachers in
the science category*
8* To determine what additional subject or subjects (beyond grad¬
uation and certification) were believed to have been necessary
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In order to perform en effective job in teaching ecience*
To determine ivhether the general physical science category or
the general biological category vas believed to have been most
helpful*
10* To determine what science within the physical category was be¬
lieved to have been most or least helpful*
11* To determine what science within the biological category was
believed to have been most or least helpful*
12* To determine what science subject elementary teachers would like
to see added to the college curriculum for training elementary
teachers*
13* To formulate whatever significant educational liqplicatlons which
was derived from the oialysis and interpretation of the data*
Definition of Terms*— For the purposes of this study, the terms
which follow cazry the leaning ascribed to them*
1* The term "Professional Education," as used in this st»id:$ refers
to the cuniculua content which is primarily centered around
educational content and methodology as distinct trom. ttu» purely
academic subject matter cosmonly found to be ascribed to the
various areas of our cultural heritage*
2* The term "Elementary School," as employed in this study, refers
to grades one throu^ seven*
3* The tezia "Science," as esployed in this study, refers to e^>erl-
ences in the Interpretation of natural phenomena for intelligent
adjustment to the environment*
Method of Research*— The Descriptive-Survey method of reeearch,
enploying the technique of the questionnaire was used to gather data
6
pertinent to this stndy*
Subjects Inrolred#-— Tlie subjects InvolTed in this study were sixty-
one elementary school teachers employed in Uitchell County, Georgia
195U-^5.
Description of Instrai»»ent.—» The instrument used in gathering the
data for this xesearch was a specifically designed and Talidated ques¬
tionnaire checklist* The questionnaire checklist vas constructed and
sent to the coalman of the science department of ^ree hi^ schools in
Atlanta, for corrections, additions and spproval* Additions vers made
and returned* The suggestions sere incorporated into the rerised
instrument* The new copy of the questicnmaire was taken to the thesis
advisor for approvali additional changes were then made and the instru¬
ment was then approved for farther validation* The questionnaire check¬
list was revised to include these new additions and then sent to twenty
elementary school teachers in Atlanta for a trial run* This was done
to cheek clarity and understanding of statements* All of ths questionnaires
were returned with all questions answered and checked* Since this run
made it apparent that the questicmnaire checklist could be ansnered with
ease and with no furtiier directions (except the ones that were on them),
the questionnaires were sent to Mrs. M* B* Lilly, Supervisor, of Mitchell
County, who in turn, distributed than to the elementary teachers of that
county* The supervisor, principals and teachers of Mitchell County,
Georgia, were found to be most cooperative in replying to letters and
the questionnaire* Of the slxty-K>ne teachers involved, sixty responded*
Procedure*— The data for this research were gathered, analyzed and
presented through the foUoiring steps t
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1« Tho literature pertinent to this stodj wee rerleiiedf euimaarizedf
and presented in eritten form*
2* The Buperrisor of Mitchell County was contacted for permission
to tise that Coxinty^s teachers for this research*
3* The Sitperwisor of Mitchell County was, also, contacted for names
and addresses of the principals of the six schools*
U« The principals and teachers of Mitchell County weie asked to
participate in this study*
$* The qoesticumaire, after construction and yalidation, was sent
to the st^rrisor, who in tom, gave them to the principals and
teachers*
6* The data of the returned questionnaire was assembled in iqppro*
priate tables, analysed, and t»ated statistically, by schools
and for the total grot^*
7* The findings, conclusions. Implications and recomiBendatlons as
deriyed fxom data were written and constitute the content of
the finished thesis copy*
Source of Pata*«^ The data used in this study were obtained frcn
answers to questionnaires received from the teachers of Mitchell County,
Georgia, who participated in the study by executing the questionnaires*
Locale of Study**-* Mitchell County was named for General Henry
Mitchell, and is located in the southern section of the State of Georgia*
It is bounded on the north by Calhoun and Daugherty Countiesi on the
east by liTorth and Colquitt Coimties, on the south by Grady and Decatur
Counties, and on the West by Miller and Early Counties*
Mitchell county has a land area of approximately ^11 square miles
with 7«2 percent of this area being rural areas* This county boasts of
s
six distinguished cities or toims^ nameiyi Camilla^ Bakerton^ Sales City,
Oak Girove, Carlton, and Pelhami elth Pelham being the largest town in
that county* Ultchell County has a population of 23,261 vith 50«2 per¬
cent Negroes* Because of the size of the Negro population in Mitchell
county, and the scattering of sdiools throughout that area| this county
has consolidated all of its schools and ncnr boasts of a school to accoa-
modate its Negro students, in each of its principal city or towns* All
of these schools are a part of the County School System except the one
located in Camilla, the County seat, which is an independent school
system operating a priwate system for “Uie City of Camilla, the County* s
seat*
This particular county was selected because it was felt that all or
the majority of these teachers would have been graduates of a standard
four year college*
Period of Study*— This study was done during the months of March,
April, and May of the second seanester of the sdiool year 195U-55*
Value of the Study*— Such a study may prove of value by calling the
attentitm of teacher-training institutions and liberal arts colleges to
the need for a reorganization of their program of training elementary
school teachers, especially in the azwa of scdence education*
CHAPTER H
THE RELATED UXERATORE
Introdactory gtatement#*^* The sunmiation of the literaturo In thl»
BTBA of research has been organized^ for presentation^ under the captions
indicated b^oar and will be found in the foUoslng order in this eluq;>t«r*
1« Historical Background of Elea«itaz7 Science
2« Cfbjectives of the Sci«ice Prograa
3« Besearch Studies
U* Significance of the Science Prograa in the EleaBentary School
HlstortcaJ. Backgroawl»<— JL rerieir of the literature shoving the
forsard aorwamt of whence Instructicm during the past tventy years is
herevith presented* Aw major portim of this presentation was taken
from a study entitled *The Thirtyi^lrst Teazb(K>k and Twenty Teais of
Science*"^
One of the first inpressions obtained trta a journey backward into
the literature of elementary education is that sons kind of sdenoe has
been part of the school prograa for children for a eery long tiae*
Nature study, with its mphasLa on the study of plants and anlacls, ha»
gan in Massachusetts aud Oswego, Hew Tork as early as 1873, and expended
to all parts of ths country tiirou^ the development waanating froa
Cornell University in 1893-9U* ^ period until 1?10 warn one of increas-








In the decreasing number of pages devoted to It In the New York State
syllabnsy and in the dlssatdsfactlQn ei^ressed in educational literatiore
during the next decade* These nere mainly directed toward the limited
scope of nature study, its animistic tsreatment by many teachers, and
its dependence t^on concepts of psychology and child development that
had become outmoded*^
Certain of the Nature study leaders expressed purposes for science
in the elK&entary schools as early as X90h that had much in common vith
those expressed by leaders in elementary science tnenty years later*
Hoirever, purposes held by many of the leaders of the nature study move-*
ment underwent distortion in the hands of hundreds of variously prepared
teachers* Fairly typical contemporary comments concerning nature study
in the 1920* s were that it had become "a h<^ge podge of unrelated facts*
and "a sentimentalized approach to nature that generated enthusiasm but
not understanding*"*^
The decade 1920-30 vas mazked by efforts in various localities to
find solutions in practice that vould r^lace the disappearing nature
stxidy movement and inclement a new philosophy of science education for
children that had been emerging* One such effort occured in the design
ing of a course of study for the six grades of the University Elementary
School at the University of Chicago*^ A much broadaied scope of science
Thcressa J* Lammers* "XTnenty Years of Science," Science Ed** 39
(February, 1955)* p, U2.
2
Bertha tf* Parker* "A Course of Study f<^ Elementary Schools,"
EleTiwntary School Journal (October, 1923)*
5
Theressa J* Lammers* "Twenty Years of Science," Science Education
Bulletin 39*Ul (February, 1955)* p* U2*
Ibid. p* U2*
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content^ the use of problem solving techniques and elemraits of the
Bcientlflo method are all present in the description of this course of
study nearly thirty years ago.
About thirty-five years ago, it was a widespread notion that a
straight forward approach to factual materials would be uninteresting
to children and science must therefore be •‘sugar-coated," In the field
of science this provided volumes of materials like "The Eain Children,”
in which the antics of Aunt Cold, Aunt Heat, and Colonel Lightning did
their best to obscure ax^ facts that mi^t be lurking underneath an
elaborate fiction,^
Other efforts to produce new courses of study in elonentary science
were in progress during this decade in Cleveland and in Ifinneapolis,
In 1927 Gerald S, Craig published his doctoral '^sis, "Certain Tech*
niques Used in Developing a Coarse of Study in Science for the Horace
2
Haim Elementary School" in which a pattern for acience education for
children, consistent with stated purposes, was supported by research*
This study did much to bring to a focus the growing dissatisfaction
with nature study and to gain prestige for a new approach to the problem
of science in the elementary school.
Efforts to broaden the scope of science content offered to children
met with strong opposition from hi^ school teachers. They deplore the
erroneous ideas they believed would be taught irtien the regular classrocaa
Theressa Lammexw, "Twenty Tears of Science." Science Education
BuUetin 39*U1 (February, 1955)*
2
Gerald S, Craig, "Certain Techniques Used in Developing a course
of Study in Science for the Horace liann School, New York," Contribution
to Education No, 276 Teachers College, Columbia University, New Tork*
I92TI
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teacher Tentared into science siibject matter^ and also feared that they
would sklja off the cream of Interest leaving only drudgery for the hi^
school teacher#^
Following the year 19JZ, a controversy arose orer whether children
had the ability to generalize^ a mental skill ia^)lied by some of the
reci^maendations* In 1935» Qeorge Hai:^t published his doctoral thesis
"An Eaqperimental Application of a PhUosc^hy of Science leaching in an
Elementary School* In this study evidence is given to indicate that
the difference in SHsntal operations of children between first and sixth
grades is not one of absence or presence of ability to generalize but
of degree of coii^)lexity of the generalization* 17* C* Croxton3 in 193^
confirmed the theory Uiat all children can generalize^ the difference
between age groups being no greater than can be credited to added
experiences*
In the past twenty years graded series of science text books have
shown a remariuible growUi in quantity and qpiality* The quantity of
supplementary science sheading material today available for children has
become enormous and reflects a general acceptance of the idea that a
strai^t forward presentation of science facts has high appeal for
children^ a Tiewpoint quite different from that held twenty years ago*
The (i^velopment of materials and eqpripment for science in the
.
Xheressa J* Lammers* "Twenty Tears of Science*" Science Education
Bulletin 39*U2 (February, 1955)*
2
Haxipt, George* "An Experimental Application of a Philosc^hy of
Science Teaching in an Elementary School*” New York Teachers College
Bulletin, 1935*
^TT* C* Croxton* "Pupils Ability to Generalize," School Science
and Mathematics (June, 1936), pp* 627-63U* '
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elementary sdiool has been ciLoir. As early as Aprils 1933^ a trend to
Include special science rooms in neir buildings was discernible in
publications^ but only a rery small percentage of elementary schools
posses such facilities today. The need for minimum equipment for demon*
strations and experiments is still much misunderstood, and science equip*
ment is generally not provided for by 8c}x>ol systems. The basic reason
for this aeons to be a lack of understanding as to what to provide.^
Teacher education for the elementary school has undergone a con*
eiderable Bsodification in the last twenty years# The decade 1920*30 was
marked by the widespread change of training institutions from two year
normal schools to four year college granting degrees. Attendant upon
this change was the problem of how the increased time should be allocated
to the various subject matter and professional areas.
A study by Dlrick titled "Science Ii3st3ruction in Four Tear Curriculums
for Prospective Elementary Teachers"^ is suggestive of adjustmmts that
were proposed to finally be made in curriculiuas relative to the s»:ience
content. In the past decade interest has steadily increased in the em*
phasis upon the in*serviee training of teachers.
Purposes and Objectives of Science Instruction.** The basic purpose
of the elementary school is the develojmient of desirable social behavior.
Science, with its dynamic aspects, its insistence iq>on critical<-minded*
ness, and better understanding of the world, and its donand for intelligent
_
Theressa J. Lammers. "Twenty Years of Science," Science Education
Bulletin. Volume 39 (February, 19$$)$ p. U2.
g
Ulrich, Fred T. "Science Instruction in Four Tear College Currie*
ulum for Pirospectlve Elementary Teachers." Elementary School
Journal, pp. 697-707*
1?^
planning, haa inflnmiced the devBlo^^aEsnt of a continuous program through¬
out publlc-e(rfiool education. To accomplish this purpose science teaching
shooli be based t^n a recognltl(Hi of the lar^ ideas and basic prlncipsles
of science and tlie elements of the scientific r^athod. Children oust be
given <^^x)rtunities to gain tf» knmrledge necessary for Intelllfent and
cooperative experience with the world of matter, energy, and living
things and to de^lop appreciations, attitudes, and interests. As knca»-
lcd :e of the ©lejaantarj^^chcol child acaraalateB it becoiaes increasingly
clear that ^ence education is peculiarly ad^^ted to sane of chlldhood*s
most conspicuous and universal characteristics.^
The objectives of scieme teaching have fre<Yuently been grot^jed in
four categories, as was done recently by Andkarsont^
AttadnrDQot of factual inforsation} understanding of broad
principles of science and their appllcaticHi %o sp&cilijt methodj and
acoulsition of scientific attitudes. liTij'-hasls on facts for the sake
of factual knor«led£e has been steadily declining in general educa¬
tion cc^u:*Des at all levolsi e^iphasis on objectives in the other
three categories has been as steadily inezeasing.
A fifth catsrpry, acccarding to Msder3 is the devtloprsent of a
philosophy of living in accord with the extent sid nature of scien¬
tific knowled a (w^iich has been included in statauents of objectives
in the past), has received less attention in recent reseazrch rei-orts
of workers in science ©ducatioa, debits the gro?i(ing i::aierai concern
for moral and spizltual values in Aia^lcan education.
Science fthe el^ientary school should be organized in such a way
that the learning experiences of elementary school dilldraa may be so
1
"Science Education in American Schools." Foz*by-£ixth Yearbook Part
I. :?y.t.loor.i rooiety for th*? rt^dy of rd^c?>^ion (lloomingSion, Ill. 1|?U7)»
pp»
2
Kenneth E. Anderson. Relative Achievojent of tlie Ctjectivos
of Fecondary Ichool Eciaice in a Rcproaentatlve Tcrpllng of FortjKix
ilnnesota Ediools." feview of P^eiornh. ill (October, 19^1).
3 ^
Elsa !'arie !teder. "The feienas Curzlculua," r evtew cf Fiucot^.ongl
XXI i'U (OctdlTer, 1^1), p. 2li9* '
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integrated as to ^ve them some understanding of major generalisations*^
In the junior hi^ school related objectires may be seen as defining the
successive units of instruction and as offering opportunity for pro¬
tracted md more intensive study* In senior hi^ sdiool provision
should be made for special subjects in ehich there is opportunity for
still more thorou^ study, thorough to the extent that the special sub¬
ject will offer opportunity for intensive exploration of the field and
for the beginnings of specialization*^
A fundamental principle of leazuiing is that things that belong
together should be brou^t together* This plan is offeired as one that
will assist the curriculum worker in bringing together the learning
experiences that belong together, and thatwill assist the teacher to
capitalise and make meaningful the spontaneous eaperiences of children*
The things that belong together are the learning experiences frcmi which
come ideas that may be associated into principles and generalizations
that function in the experiences of living*
The ala of science, as stated in the Thirty-^irst Teazbook of the
National Society for the Study of Educationt
**¥6 reco^ze the aim of science teaching to be contributory
to the aim of educatlonj Viz*, life enrichment* ¥e recognize the
objectives of science teaching to be the functional understanding
of the major generalizations of science and the development of
associated scientific attitude*^
Certain objectives that are selected for elementary science should
1





National Society for the Study of Education* Thlrty-Fiirst Yearbook
Part I* A Pro<Tram for Teaching Science (Bloomington, HI*), p* 57*
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conform to those conceptlonst (1) that greatly influence the thinking
of the individuals who learn their meaning; and (2) that have modified
thinking in many fields outside of science.^
The Forty-Sixth Yearbook^ listed certain criteria for selections of
objectives of science instruction* They are stated thus*
1* The statement should be practicable for the classroom teacher*
2* The statement of objectives should be psychologically sound*
3* The objectives should be possible of attaiiMnent under reason¬
ably favorable circumstances and to a measurable degree*
U* The selected objectives should be xmiversal in a democratic
society*
5* The statement of objectives and the esqplanatory context should
indicate, directly or by clear inq^llcation, the relationship of
classroom activity to desired changes in human behavior*
In accordance with the above criteria the Forty-Sixth Yearbook pro¬
posed the following types of objectives*
1* Functional information or facts
2* Functional concepts






"A Program for Teaching Science," National Society for the Study of
Education* Thirty-First Yearbook Part I*
2
National Society for the Study of Education* "Science in American
Schools," Forty-Sixth Yearbook Part I (Chicago, 19U7), pp* 2U-25*
8« Interests
These eli^t categories represent the najor types of learning outcomes*
These types of objectives are here conceived as directions of growth and
not as the ends or outcomes to be achieved* Finally the Forty-Sixth
Yearbook^ gives the summary of the objectives and/or principles of
science instruction*
Science is today on a plane of hl^ significance and importance*
It is no longer^ if indeed it ever vas^ a mysterious and accult
hocus pocus to be known only to a select few* It touches^ influence,
and molds the lives of every living thing* Science teachers have a
great opportunity and x^sponslbility to make a large contidbution to
the welfare and advancement of humanity* The intellectual aspects
of this responsibility are at least coequal in importance with the
material* Science is a great social force as well as a method of
investigation* The understanding and acceptance of these facts and
this point of view and their irqplementation in practice will, more
than anything else, make science teaching what it can and should be*^
Research Studies*— A review of the literature on the research
studies pertinent to the problem of science education is found in the
abstracted statements which follow*
Program of teacher education have recently come under careful
scrutiny for there is little doubt that real inprovements need to be
effected* It is assured that the teachers educated in any college are
not only the best test of that program but also throw light on its
specific strengths and weakness*
College science courses designed for general education have been
of increasing in^jortance in recent years* Their number and nature were
1
National Society for t>^e Stidy of Education* lt6th Yearbook, Part I,
p. 39*
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Investigated by BuUington^ in a study made under the auspices of the
Cooperative Committee and the Teaching of Science and Ifathematics*
This study showed that in 19U3 over half of the four^ysar colleges in
the United States offered general science courses^ most frequently as a
program consisting of companion course in the physical and biological
sciences* In a follow-up of a 1933 study of generalized science courses
2
in four-year state teachers colleges, Reynold found an increase of
sixty perc^t in average enrollment, without a corresponding increase
in the size of the student body*
The general forment in education continues to affect the colleges*
General education courses are growing in number and experimentation with
various types of courses continued*
Under the sponsorship of the Coc^rative Craamitteo on the Teaching
of Science and Mathematics of the .American Association for the Advance¬
ment of Science, BuUlngton^undertook to determine the status, trends,
objectives, content, and procedures of general education college science
throu^ the ultilization of a cranprehensive questionnaire* This inquiry
was sent to 96^ four-year colleges, universities, and teachers colleges
colleges throu^out the United States* BuUington found that general
education courses in the science are much more prevalent in teachers
1
Robert BuUington* "A Survey of the Present States of Science
Teaching in General Education in the College and Universities of the
County*" Doctor's thesis* Evanston* Northwestern University, 19li9*
2
Charles TT* Reynold* "Tirenda and Present States of Generalized
Science in State Teachers Colleges*" Science Education* 3k p* 263*
3
Robert A* BuUington* "A Summary of a Study of CoUege Science
Courses designed for General Education." Association of American CoUeges
BuUetin 36 (May, 1950), pp* 267-72*
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colleges than in other schools* Elghty^iOns percent of the teachers
college reported such courses*
Another general surrey of college education courses in the United
States was conducted by Washton*^ His findings were approximately the
same as BuUington's* Washton developed a questionnaire designed for
general education* Questionnaires were sent to $00 liberal arts colleges
distributed over the United States* The author received an 8U percent
response*
Yfashton foxind that most colleges reporting general ed^Icatlon courses
indicated that these ran for tno semesters* The majority of the colleges
omit laboratory inatructions from the general education science courses*
Lecturing assumed much more time than discussion in the majority of the
courses and most of the respondents indicated the chief purpose of the
courses as information* Thirty-two of these courses were reported to
enroll over 100 stiidents in the lecture sections* However, the majority
Reported lectures sections of less than $0 students*
Another study designed to determine the states and trends in general
education science courses at 'tiie college level was conducted by Reyiolds^
who sent questionnaires to all four-^ear state teachers colleges in the
United States* He received 60 per cent replies* He found that 85 percent
of the schools required students to take generalized science in 19^9 while
only 78 per cent had this requirement at an earlier time* Twenty percent
-
Nathan S* Washton* "A Survey of Science Courses for General Edu¬
cation in Colleges." Association of American College Bulletin 3U (October,
19U8), pp. 285-9U*
2
Charles W* Reynolds* "Trends and Present Status of Generalized
Science in State Teachers Colleges*" Science Education Bulletin lU
(March, 1950), pp* 77-80*
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of tha schools^ he found, required a science course for eleinentaiy majors
in I9U9 as against 11 per cent in 1933* In 1933, Reynolds found hi per
cent of the class time nas devoted to lecturing, 1;! per cent devoted to
lecture demonstration, and 10 per cent to individual laboratory work.
In I9U9 this had changed to $6 per cent devoted to the lecture method,
23 per cent to lecture demonstration, and Ik per cent to individual
laboratory work,
C’irtis^ utilized a questionnaii^ to determine the judgement of
elementary teachers in the District of Columbia on tha adequacy of their
science training and on related matters* Out of the five-hundred sixty
nine teachers replying} four-^iundred sixty-nine teachers flet that appro-
poriate in-service training shoiild be provided on elementary science*
Workshops were specified most commonly as the means preferred for this
traixdng in science for elemeutaiy teachers should be steengthened,
wliile only 36 replied in tlie negative* In order of frequency mentioned,
Curtis rex>orted that, the following represents teachers viewpoint on
areas needing stress In professional training related to science teaching*
1* The use of environnental materials*
2* Laboratory experiences*
3* Laboratory conslaruction*
U* Collection of resource material*
5* Sources of Audio-visual aids*
6* Techniques of field trips*
^ckware gave an account of the Science Curriculum at ?.illiinantic
X
lilliaia C, Curtis* "The Improvement of Instrection in Elementary
Science*" Science Education 3k (October, 1950), pp* 23li-U2*
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State Teachers College* He stated that "each teacher college and tea¬
cher preparation Institution attenpts to put into practice in so far as
possible its conception of a good teacher preparation ciirriculum. In
this process each develops certain strengths* certain -nearness* saiae
unique aspects and many aspects conmon to a generally accepted teacher
education program#"
After stating the purpose of the college Wlclorare^ presented reasons
as to the revamping of the cuxriculum# These reasons stemmed back decade
which related fora of TOience that should be taught in the elKnentaiy
schools# This school believed that the prospective teachers ^ould have
a working knowledge of the vast stores of information over tiie long
years of man*s search for knowledge#
l;\irther, the school held the belief that prospective teachers should
understand children as actively growing individuals with the potentiality
for an ever increasing contribution to their own happiness and welfare as
that of others# This school* seeing the need for revision of its science
curriculum* formulated a plan whereby dtiring the senior year of the
prospective teacher* s college career} they will have the prlviledge of
actxially earring out the professional e:q}erience gained#
Ihuring this time} the prospective teachers have three weeks of back-
ground and preparation for their working with children*^ twelve weeks of
backgrou3vi materials* nine weeks of working with children full time and
two weeks of final preparation and specific material for their prospective
X
Kobert K# Wickware# "Science Curriculum at Willimantle State Tea¬




jobs, (including visiting the sdiool in which they are expecting to work}*
It is in this senior professional sequences that their work in science
education takes place during the 12 week period of their senior year*
They bring to this a fairly broad esperience with children, in both pro¬
fessional eind non^rofessional situation, and a rather clear feeling of
their own needs and problems in working with children, both from a sub¬
ject matter and a technique standpoint*
The eurrioulum of the school offered a three semester hour course
the teaching of science^ (Meeting four times a week including both labora¬
tory and regular sessions) seems to fall in four categories as foUowst
1* Planning science experiences with children*
2* Planning science curriculum (long and short-term plans) on the
children of a particular maturity level, of a pairticular c(»a*
raunity, and in a particular school setting*
3* Developing and utilizing sinple ejqjeziments, equipment, and
materials for their science progiwm with children*
Helping students fill in their actual backgroimd of science
information so that it is in keeping with modem science data
and in keeping with maturity-level^ ne«is, and interests of tl»
children with whom they are^ or will be working*
Among the pressing needs of Elementary Education today is one for a
functional course in science* Some states have such a program but many
of the teachers are afraid to attempt it* Over and over the teachers
say "I am not a Kjientist* I have had practically no science*" If such
teachers only knew the fun of teacher and pupils working together on a
problem in science saying, "I don't know eiUier but lets try to find out,"
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they would he eager for the adventure.^
Teachers seem to be afraid of initiating science activities* They
are apt to import facts only for ttie science period degenerates into a
reading period* Socae one once said of elementary science, "The giving
of subject matter as such is a cinch and a sin*"^
TThat should be done? Teachers should, together with the class
observe, engage in various single activities and experiment, read and
if possible get out into the outdoors for the woric in science*^
It is the writers opinion that elementary science is percuLlarly
fitted to develop the broadening Interest of the child. It provides a
wide range of contacts with his environmentf and it also provides
(or should provide) a suitable activities, to help find the necessary
book materials and give other help when ever needed.
It is regretably true that "^appropriate Elementary School Science"
or the exploration of events and the development of explanations of
them, is not the content of high school biology, chemistry, and physics
coxirses* It is true that sudi science is not as application of the
problem-eolving method, that sudi science is the art of science prac*
ticed by research workers*
Very recently, elementary school teachers in the state of Colorado
found themselves facing the following three paroblems*
1* Methods of Improving teacher education in elementary Sciences*
-
Robert K* ITickware* "Science Curriculum at Willimantic State Tea¬






2* Resources Material for science education.
3* Learning Activities irhich would serve as real experience to
achieve the ends of science teaching.^
These teachers reorganized their problems and therefore tried to remedy
them by in-service training. They also pointed out that their major
problem was the development of the ability to teach the processes of
science through the use of problen^-solving techniques. Wlien this is
not done^ science often becomes merely abstracts facts to be memorized*
The problem is that of planning piirposeful learning experiences for the
development of problem soliring abilities.
It is often assumed that elementary school teaches would feel more
secure in a modem class room if they knew mom subject matter in science*
Althrough the inportance of a strong backgrouM in subject matter should
not be numerized. It should be recognized that the security of the
elementary school teacher stems mainly from thoroughly understanding and
being at ease with children.
Significance of the Science Program In Elementary Schools.-- In an
article in the Teachers College Recoard for March, 19li9, entitled ’•Un¬
finished Business in Elementary Science,” Dr. Gerald Crai^ pointed out
that the rethinking of the purposes of science in childhood education
is bringing about a malization that science in the elementary school
must be appropriated to children their natural applications of critical
thinking, however, fragmentary these seem to acJultsj their development
^
Louise A. Neal. ”An Ineervioe Experience to Inprove Science Edu¬
cation." Science Education Bulletin 36 (New York, 1952). p. 158.
2
Gerald S. Craig. "Unfinished Business in Elementary Scimoe."
Teacliers Collgge Record (New York, 19U9)/ pp, ItlO-ijlS.
and grovrth In resourceful and intellig^t behavior* This type of science
is the exploration of events in the environment and the development of
exploration of them* and as aich it utilizes the natural drives of chil¬
dren, The miter thus feels that with such a concise definition,persons
aspiring for the position of "Teacher” in the elementary schools should
be indoctrinated with these ideas rather than in believing that elementary
science is a "boiled down" version of high school biology, chemistry# and
ph3rslcs.
Summary of Related Literature,— Science has bec<»!e a subject deserv¬
ing of a place in the elementary school because of its fundamental and
far-reaching contribution to the child and to society, and because it
conforms to the purpose and ideas of the elementary school.
Most writers have agreed that a continuous program of science instruc¬
tion beginning in the Kindergarten and extending thi*ough the elementary
and secondary schools should be instituted.
The science instruction of the elementary school should be well
balanced and derived from the major fields of science. It should. How¬
ever, not be organized or treated about the separate sciences, but rather
about 't^e problems and situations which are challenging, many of which
may intergrate the TCparate fields.
The objectives of science Instruction should be carefully selected,
with the contributions of science to the child and to society as guid¬
ing pr^ciples. The work from grade to grade should be directed towards
those objectives and, in term of the Third Yearbook of the National Science
i ~
C, A, Pollock, "Children's Interest as a Basis of what to teach in
General Science," Educational Research Bulletin HI (New York, 192li), pp,3-6.
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for the Study of Education "every step taken should be a substantial
preparation for the next* Starting at the course from kindergarten and
continuing to the university*
Tcacher-tralning Institutions should plan and Introduce courses
designed to train teachers to teach science In the classrocwi of the
elementary school* Administrators and Supervisors should encoura^ and
assist teachers to secure training while in service*
CHAPTER III
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introductory Statenrent«— The data for the pxii^oses of the research
as obtained f^om replies of the sixty Elementary School Teachers of
Mitchell County, Geoirgia trill be presented, analyzed and interpreted in
this ch^ter*
The questionnaires tiere sent to Mrs* B. Idly, Superrisor of
Mitchell County School, who in turn distributed them to the elementary
school teachers of that county. The data derived from relies are
organized around a total of twelve tables and are presented in two sec¬
tions!
1. Background Informaticm of Personnel
2. Opinions as to adequacy of their pre-service training.
Background Information
The Percentafe of Returns.— The data derived frtxB the returned
questionnaires sent to sixty elemoitary school teachers in Mitchell
County, Georgia is indicated in Table 1 page 28. Each of the six
schools responded in the following manner! The Adams school received
13 questionnaires for the elmentary school teachers en^loyed there and
returned 13. This was a perfect total percentage reply of lOO. Other
schools sending a total reply were B^ton school with 8 teachers} Delhi
school with 8 teachers, Eberhart school with 9 teachers and Fairplay
school with 12 teachers. The only school represented that did not have
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Adams School 13 13 100 0
Benton School 8 8 100 0
CheervUle Sdiool 11 10 90.9 9.1
Delhi School 8 8 100 0
Eberhart School 9 9 100 0
Fairplay School 12 12 100 0
Totals 61 60 98.36 1.6U
eleren questionnaires destrlbuted to the CheervUle School, onl7 ten
replies were received* The total percentage reply was 90*9 percent*
From the total of 6l questlonnalires uhlch were sent to be dlstrl«>
buted to the elementary sdiool teadiers of Mitchell County, Georgia,
there was a response of 6o or 98*36 per cent* There was only 1 or 1*6U
per cent of non-retumed questionnaires* It was felt that such a hl^
percentage return gave a very clear Idea of the opinions of all of the
Elementary school teachers of Mitchell County*
CoHepe Training of the Teachers*-»» The data derived frcna the re¬
sponses of the 60 elementary school teachers in Mitchell County, Georgia
to the question, are you a college grad\iate? are presented In Table 2
page 29 which reveal the significant reactions noted belowt
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TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PERCENTAGES OP ANSWERS OF THE SIXTI
TEACHERS OF MITCHELL COUNT! TO THE QUESTION 1*
ARE TOU A COLLECa: GRADUATE
Number of Graduate Non'^iraduate
School Teachers Nuaber Per Cent ijuiuber Per Cent
Adams School 13 13 100
Benton School 8 8 0
Cheerville School 10 8 80 2 20
Delhi School 8 8 100
Eberhart School 9 9 100
Fairplay School 12 9 75 3 25
Totals 60 55 91.7 5 3.3
The Adams school has a total of 13 teachers^ all of whom aere grad¬
uates of a four year college* The entire faculty of this school are
college epsduates* All of the Benton school faculty of 8 elementary
teacl^rsy az^ graduates of a college* The Delhi School*s teaching
personnel of 8 Elementary school teachers and the Eberhairt with 9 school
teachers sere all graduates from a four year college* The Cheerrllle
school mith ten elementary school teachers^ has only 8 teachers that are
college graduates or 80 per cent college graduates and 2 or 20 per o^t
are nonrgradziates* The teaching personnel of the Fairplay school con¬
sists of 12 elementary school teachers 9 or 75 per cent graduates of
four year colleges aild 3 or 25 per cent non-graduates of colleges*
Of the 6o elementary teachers in Mitchell County who responded, 55
or 91*7 per cent are graduates of a four year college and only 5 or 8.3
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per eent notiograduates of colleges* It was. felt that with such a large
per cent of the teaching personnel, 91*7 por cent responding that the
data dezdved from the questionnaires on the pre-service training of pro¬
spective elementary school teachers of science mere representative of
this group*
Number of Teachers ^110 Attended State or Private Colleges*— 3he
data derived from the responses of the 60 teachers in Mitchell County,
to the questions are you a graduate or a student of a state college or
private college? Was it in the State of Georgia, or in another state?
are presented in Table 3 page 31 vblch reveal the significant reactions
described belowt
Table 3 shows the breakdown as to the number and percentage of tea¬
chers in Mitchell County who had attended either state colleges or
private colleges located in Georgia or in another state* The tally re¬
vealed that of the teachers in the Mams School 9 or 69*3 per cent had
graduated from or had attended colleges in Georgia* Only 2 or I5*U per
cent of these teachers were graduates of colleges frcsn another state*
Fotir or 30*7 per cent of the 13 teachers of the Adams School had grad¬
uated from or had attended private colleges* At the Benton School, 6
or 75 per cent of the teachers were graduates from state colleges where¬
as 2 or 25 per cent of the teachers were graduates from private colleges*
All 8 or 100 per cent of these teachers had graduated from or had attended
colleges in Georgia* Eight or 80 per cent of the teachers of the Cheer-
ville school had graduated from or had attended state colleges with 2 or
20 per cent graduates from private colleges* Nine or 90 per cent of
these teachers were graduates from colleges in Georgia, while only 1 or
TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUJfflER AND PERCENT OF TEACHERS
EMPLOYED IN MITCHELL COUNTT, GECmdA, TVHO ARE
GRADUATES OF AND WflO ATTENDED STATE OR
PRIVATE COLLEGES IN GEORGIA AND IN
0T:IER STATES
State School Private In Georgia Other States
Dcnoox jNunLDGr Number Per Cent Nuiober Per Cent Number Fer Cent Number Per Cent
Adams School 13 9 69.3 k 30.7 11 8U.6 2 15.U
Benton School 8 6 75 2 25 8 100 0 0
Cheerville School 10 8 80 2 20 9 90 1 10
Delhi School 8 7 87.5 1 12.5 8 100 0 0
Eberhart School 9 5 55.56 h lih.hh 6 66.67 3 33.33
Fairplay School 12 10 83.33 2 16.67 12 100 0 0
Total
Mitchell Coimty
60 75 15 25 5U 90 6 10
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10 •per cent vae graduated from a college outside the state of Georgia*
At the Delhi school 7 or 87*5 per cent of its teaching personnel had
graduated frcH& or had attended state colleges* One or 12*5 per cent had
attended or had finished private colleges* All of these teachers were
graduates from colleges idthin the state of Georgia* Out of the 9 tea¬
chers at the Eberhart school, 5 or 55*56 per cent of them had finished
state colleges and U or 14i*UU per cent of them had finished private
colleges* However, 6 out of these nine teachers had flni^ed from or
had attended colleges in Georgia, while 3 or 33*33 per cent of them had
finished or had attended colleges in another state* At the Falzplay
school 10 or 83*33 per cent of its 12 teachers had attended or had grad-
luted from State TO^eges within the state of Georgia*
Mitchell coimty^ '^en, has 6o teachers, of which number 75 percent have
attended or graduated from state schools, and 25 percent pz*ivate schools*
Ninety percent of these teachers attended or graduated from colleges pre¬
paring teachers which were located in Georgia* Mitchell County, therefore,
en^)loys preponderance of Georgia trained teachertt, with the majority
trained in state colleges* To this extent, then, the opinions expressed
or the questionnaires reflect the point of view, cxurriculum, and approach
of the Georgia state colleges as these are reflected in the graduates of
these institixtlons*
In summarizing this brief analysis of the characteristics of the
respondents, the foUoeing is pertinent* (1) a hi^ percentage of re¬
sponses was obtained, 60 out of 6l teachers filing returns} (2) 91*7 per
cent of the elementary school teaching personnel are college graduates,
and (3) 90 perc^t of the respondents graduated from or attended colleges
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located in Georgia* and (U) 75 percent of the teachers are graduates or
have attended state colleges*
Mitchell County* represented by the 6o elementary school teachers*
ranks near the top of the counties In Georgia* where qualification of
teachers are concerned* Out of this number* 6(1 of the teachers 55 or
91*7 per cent are gradiiates of a four year college; only $ or 8,3 per
cent are non-K:ollege graduates* (see Table 2 page 29)*
The data derived from the responses of the 6o elem^tary school tea¬
chers of Mitchell County* (Georgia concerning questLona and opinions of
courses that were taken after graduation for certification* scope of
scientific and professional courses and suggestive courses for require¬
ments In the pre-service training of elementary school teachers consti¬
tutes the latter part of this chapter*
Training and Opinions
Time of Certification of the Teachers*— The data on idiether or not
Uie teachers In Mitchell County* Georgia were certified upon graduation
from college or who were certified after additional training are pre¬
sented In Table h page Out of thirteen teachers at the Adam*s school*
there were 3 or 2$ per cent who needed additional training for certifi¬
cation* Four or 1|0 per cent of the teachers at CheervUle School had to
return to college for more courses before they could qualify for cOTtl-
flcatlon to teach* Only 1 or 12*5 per cent out of 8 teachers en^loyed
at the Delhi school needed additional credits for teacher certification*
Chit of the 9 teachers employed at the Eberhairt school* 2 or 22*2 po* cent
had to have courses beyond the Bachelor's degree for certification; and
at the Fairplay school 5 or ltl*67 per cent out of the 12 teachers enployed
3U
TABLE U
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PERCENTAGES OF RETURNED REPLIES TO THE
QUESTIONS I (1) l^EHE YOU FIEIST CERTIFIED AS AN
ELEIENTART SCHOOL TEACHER? (2) DID YOU NEED








Humber Per Cent Huiaber Per Cent
Adams School 13 10 76.93 3 23.07
Benton School 8 6 75.00 2 25.00
Cheerville School 10 6 60.00 U Uo.oo
Delhi School 8 7 87.50 1 12.5
Eberhart School 9 7 77.50 2 22.20
Falxplay School 12 7 58.33 5 U..67
Total 60 U3 71.7 17 28.3
had to stiidy beyond the Bachelor* s de£^e In order to qualify for certi¬
fication*
In 8uiBsiiiaxi.zing the data on the time of certification of the sixty-one
elementary school teachers of Uitchell County, Georgia, it is to be noted
that of the 60 respondents there rrere U3 or 71*7 per cent vho aere issued
teaching certificates upon graduation from eoUege* On the other hand,
there were 17 or 28.3 per cent (lU graduates and 3 non-graduates) who
had to pui'sue further study before they were issued teaching certificates#
Additional Courses Taken to Ortalify for Certification.— The data on
the additional courses pursued after college graduation in order to
qualify for teacher certificates are presented in Table 5# Out of the 17
teachers requiring additional studies, in order to qualify for certificates
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TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTION OP THE FERCENTACE OF ANST.LRS OF TEACHERS OF
MITCHELL COUNTT THIEN ASKED TO NA55E COURSES TAKEN
FOR CERTIFICATION
Subjects Numbers Per Cent
Workshop (Materials,
Methods and Problems












to teach, it was found that U* or 82.35 per cent of them took a^Wcarkshop"
course* This workshop dealt vith methods, procedures, and prohlema in
the elementary schools. In addition to the workshop experience, it was
found that 8 or UU.UU per cent of these teachers took a course in the
"Method of Teaching Reading in the Elementary Schools." In addition to
these two courses, it was revealed tliat 5 or 29.U1 per cent of the tea*
chers took a course in "Health." Another methods course that was found
to be mandatory for certification was the "Teaching of Arithmetic" in
the Elementary School," with ^ or lil.l? per cent of these teachers taking
this course. It was found, too, that 3 or 17.64 per cent of the 1?
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teachers needing certification^ took a course in the ’'Teaching of Science
in the ElementaiT- School" for certification purposes farther. Table $
shovrs that a total of five courses aere mandatory for certification, aith
lU out of iiie 17 teachers taking a aorkshop cotxrse. A total number of
37 courses aeire taken by 17 teachers in the five areas indicated to
secure certification status.
On the basis of the data presented thus far, the foUoaing general
statements may be made pertaining to the general characteristics, and
background of these teachers* The majority of the respondents, 91 per
cent, attended and/or graduated from institutions for Negroes in the
State of Georgia* Of this number, 75 per cent graduated and/or attended
state colleges for Negroes in Georgia* It seems safe to assert, then,
that iduitever conpetencies idiich these elementary school teachers may
or may not possess is the result of whatever factors have been operating
in institutions preparing teachers in Georgia, and epecially the state
colleges for Negroes in Georgia* It is interesting to note that there
is a state-^de common progrsm for the training of teachers in Georgia,
and to this extent it is probable that the only differences which might
be detected between the graduates of the three state colleges would be
in terms of personal esipeiiences, individual differences, and similar
factors not associated or materially affected by the teacher training
program in the various institutions* Further, since the private instil
tutions for Negroes in Georgia tend to operate on a liberal arts frame¬
work, with departments or other units of education, it would be expected
that graduates of these Institutions would, in some measure, differ from
the graduates of the state colleges, both in nature and extent of the
37
courses which have been taken^ as well as In the degree to which they
s^et certification requirements upon completion of the bachelor degree
program.
Science Courses Pursued by Teachers in College.— Since the major
purpose of this studywas to discover the extent to which elementary
school teachers consider the courses in science^ adequate to meet their
needs in teadiing science in the elementary school, respondents were
requested to indicate the Courses which they took while in college. A
list of forty-three courses was provided for respondents to check, and
opportunity was given for "write-in" if courses taken were not listed.
The data revealed in Table 6 page 33 that U6.66 per cent or 28 of the
teachers had taken a course in General Biology, 28.33 per cent or 1?
had taken a course in Nature Study, 16.66 per cent or 10 had taken a
course in General Zoology, 11.66 per cent or 7 had taken a course in
General Chemistry, 10 per cent or 6 had taken a course in Anatomy and
Physiology, and 8.33 per cent or $ had taken coiirses in General Botany,
Human Physiology, Applied Chemistry, Organic Chemistry and Introductory
Physics. Other courses taken by less than 8 per cent or 5 or less
included Ccn^arative Vertebrate Anatomy, Bacteriology, Systematic Botany,
Human Anatcmiy, Genetics, AgrictiLtural Chemistry, Ejqjerimental Physics,
Household Physics, and the like. There was a "write-in" Ger^ral Physical
Science by 8, or 13.33 per cent of the teachers participating in the
study. None of the respondents took coiurses such as Embryology, Histology,
Electricity and Magnetism, Electronics, Theoretical Mechanics, Atcaiic
Physics, Analytical Chemistry, Physical Chemistry, Bio-Chonistry, Parasi¬
tology, Endocrinology, Physiological Chemistry, Photography, Light,
TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NlBffiER AND PERCENTAGES OF TEACHERS IN
laTCHELL CODNTI TAKING EACH COURSE LISTED DURING
KffilR PRE-SERVICE TRAININQ





























































































Medianics, Ecolog7* Spectroscopy, Theoretical Physics, Geology, Materology,
Astronomy, and other Earth Sciences*
Thus, all of these teadiers participated in some science course duxlng
their college preparati<m, however there was no course which was common
to all of the teachers. In this sense, then, it cannot be said, that
in>so>far as science courses taken or required are concerned, there exists
any commonly agreed upon statewide <5)proach to the training of elementary
science teadhers in either the state or private colleges for Negroes in
Georgia* In fact, the only course which a large number took was General
Biology, whidi is usually offered in the Freshman year as a part of the
general education of all students, and is zu}t designed, primarily, for
the preparation of teachers* In view of the fact that much of elementary
science deals ivith the physical and earth sciences (astronomy, physics,
meterology, geology, and the like), it is also interesting to note that
only 7 took courses in Chemistry, and 8 in physics* Hence, these tea¬
chers could not, by any criteria, be ronsiderod to have been adequately
prepared to teach elementary school science*
Opinions of Teachers as to the Most Helpful Science Coiirse Studied*—
Teachero were asked to indicate which of the general education survey
courses, or idiich areas or sheets of the survey courses, were believed
to have been most helpful in terms of meeting their needs to teach ele¬
mentary science* Tables 7 and 8 reveals fortyniine or 81*66 per cent of
the respondents believed that the biological section was most helpful
while 11 or 18*33 per cent of them believed the physical section was
most helpful* A further breakdown into maj or sections of both tte
biological and physical sections revealed that 17 or 28*33 per cent of
TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER AND PERCENTAOiS OF REPLIES OF
THE TEACHERS OF MITCHELL COUNTY .AS TO THEIR
opmoNS OF -mircH of the scieices was
BELIEVED TO BE MOST HELPFUL
Areas and Specific Courses Number Per Celt llumber Per Cent
Biological Science Area I4? 81.66
(a) Botany 17 28.33
(b) Zoology 32 53.33
Physical Scdence Area 11 18.33
(a) Chemistry 6 10,00
(b) Physics 3 5.00
(c) Earth Science 2 3.33
Total 60 100.00 60 100.00
the teachers found that tl» botanical section had helped them most^ while
32 or 53»33 per cent of them were of the opinicm that the ecological
section was most helpful* Fxm the physical section^ 6 or 10 per cent
of the teachers believed that chemistry was most helpful, 3 or $ per cent
of them believed that pl^rsics was most helpful, and 2 or 3*33 per cent
of these teachers thought that the earth science was most helpful.
It is possible to make several interpretations of this data, Apparaitly,
these express such belief in the value of biological eclerKje, because they
are convinced that the biological sci^ioes have great importance in the
teaching of elementary science. However, a survey of texts in elementary
science, and an analysis of the ma;)or concepts in the field, will Indicate
TABIE 8
U2
DISTRIBUTIOH OF THE miBER AHD PERCENTAGES OF REPLIES
FROM THE EIEMENTABX SCHOOL TEACHERS OF MITCHELL
COmiTT, TO THE QUERY, WHAT SCIENCE COURSE
HAVE YOU TAKEN, THAT YOU BELIEVE HAS
BEEN MOST HELPFUL
Courses Number Per Cent
General Biology 22 36,66
Nature Study 10 16,66
Zoology 8 13.33
Chemistry 5 8,33
Physical Science 3 5
Botany 3 $
Physiology 3 5
Organic Cheraislary 2 3.33
Physics 2 3.33
Bacteriology 1 1,66
that tbs Ibberests and questions idilch children ask, especially In the
early elementary school yeax^, are more in the area of the physical
and earth fences* Hence, it may be surmised that It is the belief
of these teachers that elementa3ry science should be more in the
direction of "nature study," T^iich movement was concerned with inter¬
pretation of the wonders of nature, pei*sonification, and similar out¬
moded approaches to the understanding of the world in which we live.
Modern science education for the elementary school Is concerned with
development of scientific attitudes, habits of inqpiiry, and ti» method
of science which has in^licatlon for effective participation in tl»
democratic social order* It attempts to utilize the needs^ interests^
and problems of children in such manner as to provide them with the
major concepts of science in the fcarm of generalizations, rather than
the specifics of classification, nomenclature, facts, knoniedges, and
information*
On the basis of these postulations, it is believed that these tea¬
chers do not possess a modem conception of the place of science in the
elementary school, nor do they possess the formal training which would
have been conducive to such develc^pment* It would, thus, appear that
the Georgia colleges preparing prospective elffiaentary school teachers
not only do not provide adequate background in content for elemfflitary
science teaching, but the point of view, conceptual fraa^work, and edu¬
cational theory or philosophy which is espoused in the limited course
offerings provided, is antiquated* It could also be postulated that to
the sane degree the coi»%pt and approach to the learning process, and
educational methodology is likewise outmoded, m^tal discipline aspects
of faculty psychology*
The teachers felt that each cour% had helped them to 8os» ext^t in
meeting their needs for teaching elementary school science* This is of
some significance, since some of these teachers had taken the "difficult”
coturses In specialized science* Courses like Household Physics and
Organic Chanistry were therefore of usefulness in satisfying ceirtain of
the needs of these elementary sdiool teachers, especially in sppllcation
to certain household apparatus, its repair, and in the areas which in¬
volve the digestion, and assimilation of food*
Professional Cottrses In the Preparation of Teachera»«— Since one of
the most Iniportant objectlires in science education at tl» elementary
school level is to enable the child to adjust himself to his environment^
it Tras felt that it irotild be iinpoitant to know more about the teacher* s
preparation than iiould be revealed by kna«fl.edg8 of the science courses
wliich they had taken* Consequently, teadxers -were asked to identify
professional courses taken, and to reveal the extent to which they felt
that these courses were integrated with science cotirses in such manner
as to enable them to do a better job of teaching elementaz^ school science*
A list of seventeen specific professional courses was provided, with
opportunity for write-in if certain courses were not identified* These
data are presented in Table page li5«
The data reveals that all of the respondents, 60 took the course
Intiroduction or Orientation to Teaching, before conpleting the foui^-year
college covirse* Thirty-eight or 63.33 per cent of the teachers took the
course Elementary School Curriculum before graduation and 17 or 28*33
per cent after giraduation making a total of $$ or 91*66 per cent of the
teachers taking this course* There were 29 or U5*33 per cent of these
teachers who took the course. Materials and Methods in the Elementary
School before graduation* Thirty or $0 per cent took the course after
graduation, a total of $9 or 98*33 per cent of the teachers that took
the course* Foi*ty-one or 63*33 per cent took the course Human Growth
and Learning or Human Growth and Developnent, before graduation while
12 or 20 per cent took it after graduation* There were 56 or 93*33 per
cent of the teachers that took the course Observation and Intem^ip*
Sixty or 100 per cent of the teachers took the course Elementary Psychology
TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF ITOMEER AND PERCENTAGES OF THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
TEACHERS OF MITCHELL COUNTY THAT HAVE TAKEN PROFESSIONAL
COURSES LISTED EITHER DURING THEIR PRE-SERVICE
TRAINING (m AFTER GRADUATION (SCOPE OF
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING)
B
Tbefore Graduation After Graduation f'fot Taking Total
Professional Courses Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent .voaber Per Cent
Introduction or Orientation to Teaching 60 100 60 100
Elementary School Curriculum
Materials and Methods in the Elementary
33 66.33 17 28.33 5 8.33 55 91.66
School 29 1*8.33 30 50. 1 1.66 59 98.33
Human Growth and Learning
Human Growth and Development hi 68.33 12 20 7 11.66 53 86.33
Observation and Participation
Internship or Practice Teaching $6 93*33 U 6.66 56 93.33
Educational Psychology
Teaching Science in the Elementary
60 100 60 100
School
Teaching of Reading in the Elementary
9 15 18 30.00 33 55.00 27 23.33
School 20 33.33 31 51.66 9 15.00 51 85.00
Problems in Education 0 00.00 19 31.66 1*1 68.33 19 31.66
Tests and Measurement 51* 90.00 6 10.00 60 100
History and Philosophy of Education
Teaching of Music In the Elementary
10 16.66 18 30.00 32 53.33 23 1*6.66
School 1 1.66 3 05.00 56 93.33 i* 6.66
Methods and Material in Physical
Education in the Elementary Scdiool 0 0.00 8 13.33 52 86.66 8 13.33
Methods and Material in Elementary Art 5 8.33 23 38.33 32 53.33 23 1*6.66
Methods and Matezial in Social Studies 0 3 5.00 57 95.00 3 5.00
Measurements and Evaluation in Education 0 2 3.33 53 96,66 2 3.33
Children's Literature 6 10 8 13.33 U6 76.66 11* 23.33
before graduating from, college* Only 9 or 15 per cent of the teachers
took the course^ Teaching of Science In the Elementary School before
graduation vhlle 18 or 30 per cent took the coui^e after graduation*
Twenty or 33*33 per cent of toe teachers took the course Methods of Teach¬
ing Reading in the Elementazy Schools before obtaining the Bachelor* s
degree and 31 or 51*66 per cent took the coiirse after having obtained the
degree* Apparently not any of these teatoers took toe course Problems
in Education before obtaining the degree but 15 or 31*66 per cent of
tl^m took the course after grad\iatlon* Fifty-four or 50 per cent of the
teachers took toe course^ Tests and Measureioents before ^aduation, ai^
6 or 10 per cent after graduation* Ten or 16*66 per cent of the tea¬
chers took History and Philosophy of Education before graduatiotv 'while
18 or 30 per ceizt of the teache]:*8 took the course after graduation*
Only 1 or 1*66 per cent of the teadiers took the course Teaching of
Music in the Elementary Schools and 3 5 per cent took the course
Methods and Materials in Elementary Art Education before graduation^
23 or 33*33 per cent 'took it after graduation* Tt^re were no cotmt of
teachers taking the course Methods and Materials in Physical Edhicatlon
in Elementazy Schools but 8 or 13*33 per cent took the course after
obtaining tl» Bachelor*s Degree* Ukevise the table shows that none of
the teachers in Mitchell County before graduation but 3 dr 5 per cent
took it afterwards* We found that only 2 or 3*33 per cent of the tea¬
chers took the course Measurement and Evaluation in Education and this
was done after they had ccm^leted requirements for the Bachelor's Degree*
Six or 10 per cent of toe teachers took the course Children's Literature
before graduation while 8 or 13*33 pei^ cent took the course after grad¬
uation*
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Thu8» there appeared to have been some coisnonly agreed t^n profea-
sional program for the training of elementary school teachers in each of
tlw colleges prepaxlng teachers* This common program of professional
education consisted primarily of exposuz^ to courses in Introduction or
Orientation to TeacMng^ Educational Psychology^ Growth and Development,
Tests and Measur^nents, The Elemantary School CuxTiculum, aiKl Observation
and Internship* The extent to which this common professional preparation
reflects the necessities of meeting state c^tiflcation requirements is
obvious, in view of the fact that all of these courses listed are required
for certification* It is further interesting to note that certain courses
which are recomm^ed for the preparation of elementary teachers, which
are not indicated for certification puzposes, are not the ccanmon possession
of these teachers*
Non-Science Courses Deemed Most Helpful by the Teachers*^— Table 10,
page US reveals data concerning teaching opinion regarding the non>science
courses which were deemed most helpful to them in meeting their needs in
teaching elementary science*
The teachers ranked these courses in the following mannert 1;3 or 71*66
per cent of the teadiers believed that Educational Psychology was most
helpful* Thirty-one or 51*66 per cent thought that Materials and Methods
of Teaching in the Elementary schools was most helpful* Twenty-seven or
I45 per cent believed that The Teaching of Reading had given them most aid
and 26 or U3*33 per cent thought that Child Psydiology was most helpful,
17 or 23*33 per cent of the teachers were of the opinion that Arts and
Crafts had helped them most; 10 or l6*66 per cent thought that Children's
Literature had helped them most* Ei^t or 13*33 per cent thought that
TABLE 10
DISTRIBUTION OP THE NIEIBER AND PERCENTACSIS OF REPLIES
FROM SIXTY ELEIIEJTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS 0? MITCHELL
COUNTY AS TO THEIR OPINION OF MAT NON-SCIENCE
COURSE THAT HATE BEEN TAKEN, THAT THEY
BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN MOST HELPFUL
IN TEACHING SCIENCE
Courses Kxoober Per Cent
Educational Psychology la 71,66
Materials and Methods of leaching
in the Elementary School 31 51.66
Teadiing of Reading in tha
Elementary School 27 U5
Child Psychology 26 la .33
Arts and Craft 17 28.33
Children’s Literature 10 16.66
Personal Hygiene 8 13.33
Health Education 8 13.33
Physical Education 1 1.66
Mental Hygiene 2 3.33
Philos<^hy 1 1.66
Personal Hygiene was most helpful, 2 or 3*33 P«r cent thought that
Mental Hygiene was most important. Only 1 or 1,66 per cent of the tea*
chers selected Physical Education and Philosophy as being most helpful
in the teaching of science,
Non-Science Courses Deemed Least Helpful by the Teachers.** Table 11
^oira the list of couraes, suggested by teadhers^ that have not been
useful to them in teaching science in the elementary schools. They aret
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TABLE 11
DISTRIBUTION OP THE NUMBER OF COURSES THAT WSE TAKEN DURINQ
THE PRE-SimVICE TRAINING OF THE 60 TEACHERS OF MITCHELL
COUNT! AND THE NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OT THEM AS TO
WHICH HAS BEEN LEAST HELPFUL IN TEACHING
EUSMENIARY SCHOOL SCIENCE
Courses Number Per Cent
Latin 12 20
French la 68*33
History of England 3 13*33
Sxirvey of European History 23 38*33
World Problems $ 8*33
Agriculture for Teachers 1 1*66
College Algebra 3 5
Philosophy 1 1*66
Latin, selected by 12 or 20 per cent of the teac!»rs} French, by Ul or
63*33 per cent of the teachers* Eigjit or 13*33 per cent of the tea¬
chers picked Ti:» History of England md 23 or 38*33 per cent decided
it was The Survey of European History* Fire or 8*33 per cent selected
World Problems} 3 or 5 per cent chose College Algebra and 1 or 1,66 per
cent selected Agrtculture for Teachers and Philosopl^*
Apparently, on the basis of Tables 10 and H, these teachers feel
a need to know more about the learning process, how children growth and
develop, their cha3?acteristic developmental stages, and the iiiplications
of psychology for educational method* Further, teachers do not see the
relationship between certain required courses which are alleged to have
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culttiral value in terms of meeting the needs of students slth arhom thej
must deal*
Su'lasted Courses for Training Prospective Teachers*«— Teadiers sere
a^ed to recommend or suggest ooxirses for the training of prospective
teachers ahich they believed t«ould be most helpful in preparing them to
teach elementary sdiool science*
Table 12 points out the courses that they eould like to have become
mandatory for the preparation of elementary school teachers* They sere
selected thus* Methods of teaching Spelling was picked by 5 or 8*33
per cent of the teachers* Social Stoiies by 12 or 20 per cent of the
teachers I Laboratory Methods by 23 or li6*66 per cent of them* Methods
of Teaching Beading was chosen by 1*2 or 70 per cent; Physical Education
in Elementary Schools by 13 or 21*66 per c^t* Thirty-nine or 65 per
cent of the teachers would like the course in Remedial Reading insti¬
tuted as a prerequisite for graduation* Eight or 13*33 per cent pre¬
ferred to have a course in Problems of Exceptional Children added*
Twenty-four or UO per cent of the teachers selected General Entomology
as the course to be added; while 13 or 30 per cent picked General
Geology* Thirty-seven or 6l per cent of the teachers chose Methods of
teaching Science 7 or 11*66 per cent picked A course in Elementary
Grsmmer, 3 or $ per cent selected a General course in the Earth Scioices
and 2 or 3*33 pez* cent picked Psychiatric training*
It can be seen, from analysis of this data, that these teachers, in
terms of their suggested courses, do not feel that their professional
ani general education backgrounds were adequate to prepare them to teach
in the elementary school* It is significant that these teachers are
T.1BLE 12
THE NAME OF THE CODRSES AHD DISTRIBUTION OP THE NUMBER AND
PERCENTAGE OF DEACIIERS I!J MITCHELL COUNTT, GEORGIA
THAT ¥OULD LIKE TO SEE EACH OP THE USTED COURSES
MADS MANDATORY FOR TRAINING PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS
FOR TEACHING Hi THE ELEMENl’ARI SCHOOL
Courses Number Per Cent
*uethod of Teaching Spelling $ 8.33
Social Studies in the Elementary School 12 20
Laboratory Methods in the Elementary School 23 1;6.66
Methods of Teaching Reading U2 70
Teaching of Games and Folk Dances in the
Elemontary School (Physical Education) 13 21.66
Remedial Reading S9 65
Pioblfims of Exceptional Children a 13.33
General Entomology 2h ho
Methods of Teaching Science 37 61
General Geology 18 30
^Psychiatric Training 2 3.33
Covrsea in Graimner 7 11.66
General Courses in the Earth Sciences 3 5
Courses were mentioned by teachers who had been teaching over 1$ years*
concerned with methods, and with increased content. To the writers
astonishment the courses Entomology and CSeneral Geology were mentioned
by Uo per cent and 30 per cent of the teachers. In reviewing the science
courses taken by these teachers, see table 6 page 33, and the science
courses listed as needed, see table 12 page the following is concluded.
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^nca the list of courses in taliLe 6 carries both the broad generalized
courses and the difficult scieiK^e courses, the writer found that the
majority of teacher-trainee selected the general courses* Now that these
persons realize that some other science courses are necessary, the writer
will discuss the qualification of one in its relation to the teaching
of science in the elementary school*
General Entomology as thought of by Uo per cent of the teachers
appeal^ to be the science course wanted by most of the teachezis* The
importance of the knotdedge of entomology has not been realized by many
colleges as being extremely iD:;)ortant in the lives of childreiu Chil-
dxen will bring insects of all type to the classroom, for discussion, if
the teadxer would show interest in them* In areas, like Mitchell County,
the knowledge of insects and soil are very l^ortant* Insects exerts a
powerful infltienca upon every fcma of life* They eat leaves, bore in
t?rigs, etms, roots and wood, infest fruits, suck plant juice and destroy
cropsj thereby performing essential and dominant role in maintaining the
balance in the cyc^e of living things on the earth*
Some insects are helpful and some are very harmful to man* These
reasons alond denote why this knofdedga of entomology could stimulate
interest and develop certain attitudes in children*
The other desirable and most useful course mentioned was Geology,
another lu^ortant science in the lives of children* This particular
course deals with the earth structure, in any area either rural or urban,
children are curious about their environment* Certainly more of these
courses that are labeled ^edal courses should be included in the traiii^
Ing of teachers*
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Sjrmarj,— This chapter has presented the data obtained from the
opinionnaires returned by 6o of the 6l elementaiy school teadieirs in
Mitchell County* The data revealed that the majority of these teachers
are college graduates^ and have graduated from colleges located in
Georgia* The preponderance of these teachers are graduates of state
colleges in Georgia* Ifost of these teachers certified in elemeitary
education v^n graduation^ or thereafter* Their professional training
did not provide them mlth adequate pz*eparation in sciehce^ and apparently
these colleges have not foUoned the recommended program for the train*
ing of elementary teachers sith special reference to science education*
In addition^ these teachers recognize their inadequacies in preparatic»v
and feel the need for additional methods and psychological experiencesj^
as izsU as more content in areas of science*
CHAPTER 17
SOMART, CONCLUSION AND DJPUCATIONS
Introductory StateTnent»~» This study was concerned iri-th the pre-
service training of the elementary sdiool teachers of Mitchell County,
Georgia with special emphasis upon the preparation for teaching sciaice*
Purpose of The Study,— The purpose of the present research was to
discover if science education corses offered in training ^enentary
sdiool teachers were believed to be adequate for teaching science in
the elementary sdiool of Mitdiell County, Georgia. More qiecificnlly,
the purposes of this study werei
1* To determine “which science education courses were believed to
have been most helpful,
2, To determine idiich science education courses were believed to
have proven to be least hdpful,
3, To determine what section or sections of the general survey
courses in science wezw believed to have been most helpful.
U. To determine what section or sections of the general survey
couxwes in science were b^ieved to have been least helpful,
5. To detemine what academic subject was believed to have been
most useful in the teaching of science.
6. To determine the scope of professional training received by
the teachers.
7. To determine the scope of training received by the teadiers
in science category.
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8« To determine vhat additional subject or subjects (beyond grad¬
uation and certification) sere believed to have been necessary
in order to perform an effective job in teaching science*
9* To determine whether the general physical science category or
the general biological category was believed to have been most
helpful*
10* To determine what science within the biological category was
believed to have been more or least helpful*
11* To determine what science within the biological category was
believed to have been most or least helpful*
12* To determine what science subjects elementary school teachers
would like to see added to the college curriculum for training
elementary teachers*
13* To formulate whatever significant educational io^jllcatlons
which was derived from the analysis and interpretation of the
data*
Definition of Term*— In order to maintain a clarity of meaning as
the discussion of -Uie data proceed^ the significant terms used thirough-
out are characterized belowr
1* The terns "Professional Education” as used in this study refers
to the curriculumi content whldi is primarily centered aro;md
the 80<K:alled educational content and methodology as distinct
from the purely academic subject matter commonly found to be
ascribed to the various areas of our cultural heritage*
2* The term "Elementary School" as employed in this study refers
to grades one throu^ sever*
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3* tens "Science*" as used In this study* refers to experience
in the interpretation of Natural phenomena for intelligent
adjxistraent to the environment*
Locale and Design of Study,— Significant aspects of the locale and
design of this research are indicated below*
1* This study was conducted during the months of March* April and
Blay of the second semester of the school year 155U-55 at the
hooB of the writer*
2* The Descriptive-Survey method of Research* enploylng the tech¬
niques of the (jaestionnaire and statistical analysis was used
to collect and interpret data for the present study*
3* The subjects who cooperated in this study were the 6o elementary
school teachers of Mitchell County* Georgia*
U* The instrument used to collect the data was a well designed
validated questionnaire checklist*
5* The data obtained from the replies to the questionnaires were
tabulated analyzed md treated statistically*
The data as collected, analyzed and inteipreted were organized under
tte following captions*
1* The Review of Related Literature pertinent to the problem*
2* The Presentation md Analysis of the Data*
3* The Conclusions* Implications and Recoiamesndations*
The data unier these captions will be summarized in the subsequent
paragraph below*
Summary of Related Literature
The summation of the findings of the literature in this area of
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research has been organized under these captionsi Historical Background
of ElementaiT Science^ Objectives of the Science Program, Research
Studies and Significance of the Science Program in the Elementary School*
Abstracted generalizations for each of the above foUoir in the immediate
paragraphs below*
Historical BackrTo^^nd,^ Science education in the elementary school
during the past twenty years, has made considerable progress* The early
trend, around 1873, was the teaching of Nature Studywith the enqphasis
on the study of plants and animals* This movement began in Massachusetts
and New York (•15)»
As early as I90I4., Nature Study leaders expressed purposes for science
in the elegientary schools that are similar to today’s* However some of
these purposes were distorted* During 1920, Jackman, (12^) stated that
Nature Study had become a "hedge Podge" of unrelated facts that generated
enthusiasm but not understanding*
In the past tw^ty years graded series of science text books have
shown a remarkable growth in quantity and quality* The quantity of
supplesmtary science reading material today available for childr^ has
become enormous and reflects a general acceptance of the idea that a
straightforward presentation of science facts has hi^ eppeal for chil*
dren, a viewpoint quite different from that held twenty years ago*
The dev^opment of materials and equipment for sciexxse in the ele*
mentary school has been slcnr* As early as April, 1933 a trend to in¬
clude special science rooms in new buildings was descemible in publi¬
cations, but only a very small percentage of elementary schools possess
such facilities today* The possibilities of utilizing inexpaisive
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equipment for demonstrations and eaqperiments is still not generally
recognized, and equipment and facilities are not very generally provided
by school systems* Beasons for this seems to be a lack of understandli^
as to -what to provide (15)»
Teacher education for the elemenbary school has undergone con^derable
modification in the last tiwenty years* ^Jhe decade 1920-30 was marked by
the widespread change of training institutions from two year normal
schools to four year degree-granting colleges* Attendant upon this
change was the problem of hew the increased time j^ould be allocated to
the various subject matter and professional areas* A study by Ulrich
(21) titled "Science Institution in Four Tear Curriculums fear Prospective
Elementary Teachers" is suggestive of adjustments that would finally be
made in curriculums relative to the science content* In the past decade
interest has steadily increased in the emphasis upon the in-service
training of teachers*
Purposes and Objectives of Science Instruction*— The basic purpose
of the elements^ school is the developiment of disirabla social behavior*
Scienccj^ with its dynamic aspects, its insistance upon critieal-minded-
ness, and better understanding of the vrorld, and its demand for intel¬
ligent planning, has influenced the development of a continuous pro¬
gram throughout public-school education* To acccm^liah this purpose
science teaching should be based x^n a recognition of the large ideas
and basic principles of science and the elements of the scientific method*
Children must be given opportunities to gain the knowledge necessary for
intelligent and cooperative experience with the world of matter, energy,
and living things and to develop constructive appreciations, attitudes,
and interests* As knowledge of the objectives of science teaching have
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frequently been grouped in four categories, as was done recently by
Anderson (?)•
Attainment of factual informationj understanding of broad
principles of science and their application to specific methodj
and acquisition of scientific attitudes. En^hasis on facts for
the sake of factual knowledge has been steadily declining in
general education courses at all levels; enphasis on objectives
in the other three categories has been as steadily intareasing.
A fifth category, according to Meder (16) is the development of
a philosophy of living in accord with the extent and nature of
scientific knowledge (which has been included in statements of
objectives in the past), has received less attention in recent
research reports of workers in science education, de^ite the
growing general concern for moral and ^iritual values in .4meilcan
education.
Science for the elementary school should be organized in such a way
that the learning experiences of elementary school children may be so
integrated as to give them some understanding of major generalizations.
Findings or Surmary of Data.— The findings which follow were
drawn directly from the interpretation of the data as collected in this
study.
The Percentage Returns of Questionnaires* Table 1
Mitchell County has eii5>loyBd, during the school year 195U-^5, 6l persons
as eleireittary school teachers. The experiences of these teachers range
from two to twenty years plus. "When asked to participate In this study,
these persons readily agreed. Table 1 page 28 gives the percentage
response to the questionnaires. Sixty-one questionnaires were distriw
bntedj there was a total response of 6o or 98*36 per cent. This high
percentage of returns give an almost ccmqplete picture of pre-service
training of the elementary school teachers.
College Training of Teachers* Table 2
Mitchell County with 60 elementary school teachers has a teaching person¬
nel of 55 or 91,7 per cent who are college graduates and only 5 or 8,3
per cent non-graduates of colleges, TO.th such a high percentage of tea¬
chers being college graduates, the data derived from the questionnaire
on pre-eeivlce training of prospective elementary school teachers of
science were indicative of their training.
Number of Teachers "Who Attended State or Private Colleges* Table 3
Mitchell County has a total of 6o teachere with 75 per cent of them
6o
had attended or had graduated fYoia state colleges and 2$ per cent frcHB
private colleges* Hinety per cent of the 60 teachers had completed or
had attended colleges in Georgia and 10 per cent had completed or had
attenied colleges in another state*
Time of Certification of the Teachers* Table U
All of the teachers are certified elementary school teachers, however it
was revealed that 17 or 28*3 per cent of these teachers became certified
after they had had employment in the teaching field* Out of this per
cent of teachers, it was found that each or» had to take an additional
subject or subjects to be certified as an elementary scdiool teacher*
Additional Courses Taken to Qualify for Certification* Table $
Five subjects were listed by these teachers as being subjects taken*
The majority of these teachers took a workshop course dealing with
methods and problems in d.eii»ntary school* It was significant to note
that of the courses mentioned except one^ were professional courses*
Science Courses Pursued by Teachers in College* Table 6
It was noted that each of the teachers had taken a general course in
science with the majority of 28 having had the General Biology coTirse,
the next largest of 17, or 28*33 per cent the nature study course; 10 or
16,66 per cent the General Zoology course and 8 or 13*33 per cent the
general physical science course* However some of the teachers have had
as much as three courses in science* Table 6 page 33 significantly
reveals the dearth of training received by these teachers in Human
Anatomy and Entomologr* Of course not any of the teachers had received
training in the earth sciences* This is of fecial concern, because,
science refers to experiences in the interpretation of natural pheiuxaena
for intelligent adjustment to the environment* If then, the elementary
teachers attempt to teach about natural phenomaia, such as, wind, air,
space, etc., the question arises as to. How?
Opinions of Teadiers as to the Most Helpful Science Course
Studied* Tables 7^5
Without an attanpt to answer the above question Table 7 page Ul reveals
the opinions of the 60 elementary school teachers, of Mitchell County,
as to the areas and courses of science that they believed was most help¬
ful to them, 81*66 per cent of these teachcvs liked the biological
section and 18*33 per cent liked the physical area of science* To break
these percentages furtter into the science courses taken; the three
courses receiving the largest percentages of teachers opinion were (see
table 8 page U2) General Biology, Nature study and Zoology,
Professional Courses in the Preparation of Teachers* Table 9
Since the teaching of science to elementary school children requires more
than a knowledge of science, table 9 page h$ indicates the scope of
professional training received by the elaaaentary school teachers of
Mitchell County^ Georgia* The data revealed that of the 17 courses
listed a total of less than one half or l4l,66 per cent of the teachers
took professional courses before graduation* There are certain courses
as indicated by table 9, where the total of sixty teachers had taken
each one* Namely they are Introduction to Teaching and Educational
Psychology* This in^jlies that these tvro co\irses probably are required
by all schools* Most of the methods courses taken by these teachers were
taken after graduation* For example only 9 persons took the Teaching
of Reading before graduation as compared to 18 taking it after graduatioix*
Non-Science Courses Deemed Most Helpful* Table 10
During these four years of preparatory training for teachers, the writer
felt that perhaps there were some non-service coxirses taken that were
very helpful to the elementary school teachers* The data revealed the
teachers opinions* The only general course that received a large per¬
centage of opinions was Educational Psychology* However the methodical
courses were listed* 51*66 per cent of idie teachers thought that methods
and materials of Teaching in the Elanentary School was most helpful*
Non-Science Courses Deemed Least Helpful* Table 11
In order to arrive at some genuine basis for conclusions Table 11 reveals
the subjects taken that the teachers believed have rot been of help in
teaching elementary school* The foreign language were denoted by 20 and
63*33 per cent of the teachers as being least helpful. Next was Histcryj
History of England and European History* World problems was mentioned
by 5 or 8*33 per cent of the teachers. Agriculture by 1 or 1*66 per cent.
College Algebra 3 or 5 per cent and Philosophy 1 or 1*66 per cent* These
teachers thought or believed that these courses could be deleted from the
CUTTlCUl'Um*
Suggested Courses for Training Protective Teachers* Table 12
In the event the above courses were deleted, the teachers then were given
an opportunity to suggest courses that they believed should be instituted
in the curriculum for training elementary school teachers* These couroes
are listed in table 12 page 51* Most of the courses mentioned by the
teacters were professional courses* Two very inportant science courses
were n^ntioned. Entomology and Geology*
Conclusions*— The analysis and interpretation of the data on pre-
service training of elementary school teachers with special reference to
science instructions would appear to warrant the following conclusions*
1* The majority of elementary school teachers in Mitchell County
attended and/or graduated from institutions for Negroes in Georgia*
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2* The elementary teachers of Mitchell Coxmty do not possess a
modem conception of the place of science in the elementary
school, nor do they possess the formal training which would
have been conducive to such development,
3* The Georgia colleges preparing prospective elementary school
teachers not only do not provide adequate backgroimd in content
for eleraentary science teaching, but the point of view, con¬
ceptual framework, and educational theory or philosophy which
is espoused in the limited course offerings provided, is anti¬
quated.
Implications,— The implications for educational theory and practice
that grew out of this study are given below*
1, Colleges in (feorgia preparing elementary school teachers are not
coaforming to the recomendations of the State Board of Education,
There is a conspicious absence of the following courses. Earth
Science, Astronomy, Entomology etc,
2, From the data it is apparent that there is a need for additional
training of elementary school teachers in the following courses*
1, All methods or Professional Course
2, The Earth Sciences
3, The data would appear to iaply, that the tisual science courses
talcen by the teachers in training are too broadly conceived as
well as not specific enough to be of usefulness in the elementary
classroom situation,
U* Further the data leads to the possibility of alerting those con-
cermd to the need of replacing some of its curriculum contaatj
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such as* French, Latin, History of England etc*, with courses
of more usefulness to the elementary school teacher of science*
Recommendations»«— It is felt that the results of this study woiild
^rarrant the following reconmendations:
1, That teacher-training institutions in Georgia follow the pre¬
scribed or recommended program for training elementary school
teachers with fecial reference to science education*
2* That future elementary school teachers, and teacher-counselor
consider the courses Entomology and Geology as vital and prac¬
tical elements in the training of Elementary sdiooL science tea^
cher*
3* That teacher-training institutions direct their attention to
minimizing the emphasis placed upon foreign languages. History
and the like that appear from the findings of this study to be
useless to the teacher of science in the elementary schools*
U* That a constant revision of the curriculum be made in order to
achieve the objectives of sdence teaching in the elementary
schools*
^* That more professional courses, including Methods of Teaching
Science In the Elementaiy School, become a permanent part of
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!• Name of School
Address of School
2. Grades Inclxxded In this sdioolt (Please check)
7 8 9 10 11 above
3« No. of pupils enrolled. Boys Girls Total
No* of pi^sils enrolled in Elementary Department. Boys
Girls Total
U* No* of teachers
No* of Teachers in Elementary Department
5* No* of teachers idth Majors in Science
6* Type of confflwnity* Urban Rural Village





PLsase ansirer the follcwing questiona by checking yea or no in the
ri^t hand column*
1* Are you a college graduate? yes no
2* Were you first certified as a elementary school
teacher? yes no
3. Are you a graduate of one of the stste college in
Georgia? yes no
U. Are you a graduate of one of the private colleges
in Georgia? yes no
5. Are you a graduate of a college outside tl» state
of Georgia? yes no
6. Have you done work above the Bachelor’s degree? yes no
7* Please circle the number of years of teacdiing
e^erience*




Place a plus (/) by all courses taken tonard the Bachelor's degree















elBB^ntary level ( )







tory of Methods used ( )







opment of children ( )









working with or tea¬
ching children. An










































ment and method of pre¬
sentation* ( )
••Study of methods and
materials in the teach¬
ing of reading* Atten¬
tion to diagnostic test¬
ing, remedial iiork, and
accepted techniqims for
impiroving reading speed








various types of tests•( )
Development of Educa¬
tional theory an prac¬
tice in the western
world Naturalism, ideal¬
ism, realism, and prag¬
matism* Znplications





material and source* ( }
Objectives, content and
methods of presentation













in Elementary art Edu¬
cation
The changing role of
Social Studies instruc¬
tion; patterns of organ¬
izing the social studies
curriculum* Adaptation
of materials and n^thods








basic art education con¬
cepts* Introduction to
a broader use of art and
Craft Materials* ( }
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SCIENCE PREPARATION
Directlonst Place a check by all science subjects taken tofeard the
bachelor’s degree*
Subjects
1. General Biology ( )
2* General Chemistry ( )
3* General Botany ( )
U. General Zoology ( )
5. Nature Study ( )
6. Anatomy and Physiology ( )
7. Systanatio Botany ( )
8. Human Physiology ( )
9. General Enthomology ( )
10. Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy ( )
11. Human Axiatony ( )
12. Bacteriology ( )
13. Genetics < )
lit. Introduction to Babryology { )
15. Histology ( )
16. Parasitology ( )
17. Endocrinology ( )
COH Photography ( )
19. Light ( )
20. Spectroscopy ( )
21. Applied Chemictry ( )
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Sub.jecta
22, Organic Chemistrj ( )
23 • Agricultural Cheniistry ( )
214• Quantitatiye Analysis ( >
2$, Qualitive Analysis ( )
26, Introductory Physics ( )
27, Electricity and Magnetism ( )
28. Experimental Physics ( )
29, Electronics ( )
30* Theoretical Mechanics ( )
31* Atomic Physics ( )
32, Household Physics ( )
33* Analytical Chemistry ( )
3U* Physical Chemistry ( )
35* Bio-Chemistry ( )
36* Physiological Chemistry ( )
37* Theoretical Physics ( )
38* Ecology ( )
39* Geology ( )
ho. Mechanics ( )
Ul* Meterology ( )
U2, Astronomy ( )
U3« Earth Science ( )
7k
SCIENCE SURVET
Directlont List in order of preferaice, science cotirses taken that




Direction! List in order of preference science courses taken that




Direction! List in order of preference subjects taken toward the
bachelor* 8 degreoj^ excluding science courses, that have helped you most




Direction! List in order of preference subjects taken toward the
excluding science that has been least helpful to you as a teach^ of
elementary school*
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SCIEITCE SUnTET1,Which of the science sections was most helpful? Please check.
Biological Physical
2« What science within the biological science was most helpful?
Please chedc* The Physical Science.
3.* Botany 1« Chetnisiafy2.Zoology 2, Physics3.Please list science courses taken that have been most helpful to
you* (List in order of Preference.)
1.
2.;
U. If you have taken a general airvey course in Biology vtoich of the










5* In the general survey course in biologyj^ what section would you
like to have additional information added to?
1.^
2,
6St7. In the general survey course in chemistry, idiat section would you
like to have additional information added to?
1.
2.
8St9* In the general survey cotirse in Physics, T*iab section would you




10* In the general survey course in Eazih Science, liiat sections would




Directions! Answer the follcwing questions by checking ( ) either
yes or no in the ri^t hand colums.
!• Have you had additional training beyond or above the requirements
for the bachelor’s degree? ( )
2« Were tl:»8e courses needed for certification by the state of
Georgia as an elementary school teadier? ( )
3* Were any of these courses science courses? ( )
U* Were any of these courses methods or professional courses? ( )
If your answer to either or both questions 3A and kk is yes,









If you were selected to help revise the cianlculum for the training









CosBuntt Please stake any cossnent yttu so desire as to reasons for
the above additional and possible deletions^ if necessary*
